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ABSTRACT: The development of speech te\:bnology in the Oceania region is an issue for AlistraliBn speech scientists and technologist •. In 
this paper we ex3Il1rne bath the i.sues thai govern the development of speech technology anywhere, the specific opportunities and inhibiting 
factors of the Oceania region. and the role that Au..tralia, as the i"'l!est and most prosperons nation of the region, can have in the pmcess 
The necessary scientifIc resoorce:; required 10 establjsh both basic and more sophirncated speech technology are reviewed and mapped 
against the chaIacteristics of the Oceania region. It is concluded that the most productive approach is likely to be one of creative partnership 
with the m!llly island oommunities such that tocluwlogy may be developed in a cost-effective and cultumlly sern;itive rnaruter. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The development ofnew technology throughout the world is 
very uneven. Grand aspirations of universal benefit are 
typically voiced at its launch, then, as time prugrosses, the 
influence of other factors, such as individual greed within 
capitalism and individual lethargy within socialism, tend to 
erode the hope of benefit for those who are remote from the 
centre of power. By my reasonable measure a very large 
proportion of the residents of Oceania are geographically, 
economically and even linguistically remote from the power 
centres that drive speech technology. They suffer what we may 
call a three dimensional deficit of benefit. 

Speech technology 1$ developing at a rapid rate in highly 
developed regiOllB of the world such as North America and 
Europe. It is providing access to infunnation held by an 
increasingly wide range of public utilities and commercial 
companies via the nearly ubiquitous telephone handset. In this 
paper we will examine the potential for long-tenn deficit of 
such benefits that exists for the Oceania region and some 
measures that may be taken by the speech science and 
technology community to reduce the impact of such deficit on 
the residents of this region.. 

A full picture of the factors influencing the development of 
speech technology will include the status of current language 
resources in the region and the prospects for their further 
development and their application to speech technology. 
These prospects will depend on relevant linguistic 
characteristics of the region, the level of technological 
development in the region with specific focus on the 
development of telecommunications, and critically the 
relevance of access to available information to the 
COl1lll1W1itics of the region. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE REGION 
The region is dominated in tenns ofland area, population, and 
economic prosperity by Australia (see Table I). Many aspects 
of the region are characterised by the progressive move to 
independence from 19th century colonial POWer!l. This pattern 
has resulted in a legacy of official languages made up of 81 % 
English, 17% English-based pidgin, 1.5% French, and 0.6% 
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EnglishlFrench. Populations range from 18.7 million in 
Australia to just 49 in the Pitcairn Islands. The economies 
range from the ''western'' economy of Australia with a gross 
domestic product per capita of 21,200 US dollars to the 
subsistence economies of Kiribati and Tuvalu whose gross 
domestic product per capita is just 800 US dollars. These data 
are derived from the USA Central Intelligence Agency 
(Central Intelligence Agency, 1999). 

3. LINGUISTICS 
The "official" languages of the Oceanic nations are strongly 
influenced by their colonial past which was dominated by 
Britain with smaller contributioll8 from the USA and France. 
The official language will normally be the language of 
education and of formal administration. Its spoken form will 
be accented by the phonologies of the native languages of the 
speakers. 

The "native" languages present a much more complex 
pattern arising from a history of tribal isolation and subsequent 
migration activity. Oceania has one of the lowest popnlation to 
language ratios in the world. This makes the development of 
language [C!:IOurces linguistically complex and economically 
difficult. While there are certain anomalies, the Melanesian 
region extending off the north-eastern coast of Australia 
northerly to Papua New Guinea and easterly to Fiji, is 
characterised by many languagcs per island group (Pawley, 
1995), In this region the number of speakers of a language can 
be of the order of 1000. In contrast, the regions of Micronesia, 
a northerly extension of Melanesia, and Polynesia, an eastcrly 
and southerly extension of Melanesia, are charncterised by a 
single language per island group. Thus the indigenous 
languages of Polynesia and Micronesia are characterised by 
both a larger territorial range and popnlation size than the 
those of Melanesia (pawley, 1995). Throughout the region 
there are some 30 million people speaking approximately 1250 
native languages 

The "contacf' languages which represent the language of 
trade or other activities of forced contact between disparate 
language speakers ofWn span much larger populations than 
''native'' languages, and can rise in status to "national" 
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The "choice" of interface to such infonnation, a graphical 
web-browser or voice, is worthy of consideration against the 
cultural and economic backdrop of the region. A web browser 
presupposes an investment in a personal computer and the 
skill to use it. While the use of the telephone may still be 
avoided on cultural grounds in some parts of the region, its 
acceptance must exceed that of a computer, and its relatively 
low cost and n!ltnral spoken language interface provides less 
impedimerrtto its use. 

5. INITIATIVES, OPPORTUNITIES AND 
INHIBITORS 

We can now examine more closely the issues facing speech 
technology based on our review of the region. There are 
relatively few speech recognition or speaker verification 
systems in common use in the region. However there is strong 
speech-technology commercial activity in Australia and New 
Zealand at present. J am unaware of commercial installations 
oftext-to-speech synthesis systems that arc optimised to the 
local phonology despite a large research effort in Australia 
over many years. The major focus of speech research in 
Australia has been scientific and its has heen driven to a large 
degree by academic rather than application goals. This has 
caused a focus on processes required to faithfully extract 
reliable infurmation from speech data rather than on the data 
itself, its variability, its contamination, and where the limits of 
our knowledge demand that we adequately manage our 
ignorance (Millar, 1997). 

The limiting factor in the development of speech 
reC<Jgnition systems in Oe<:ania is the need to acquire adequate 
data resources oflocallanguagcpatlcrns. lnitial interest in the 
development of these resources has arisen in academic circles 
(e.g. Millar et al, 1990, 1994, 1997) where this development 
has been slow owing to labour intensive collection and 
annotation techniques. More recently a rapid expansion of 
speech data resources for telephone speech has occurred using 
the specific opportunities of collllllercial enterprises. One 
technique used has been to implement a rather simple speech 
recognition task using data models from a distant English 
speaking community, but to structure the task so that the 
perple:<ity of each step is limited in order to allow sufficient 
recognition ae<:uracy to be obtained (Forsyth, 2000). If each 
recognised spoken token is also verified by a simple "yesfno" 
response, then the system can be used to collect reliable local 
data from which to develop local speech data resources. As 
these resources are expanded they can be used to bnild more 
accurate phone models which can support adequate accuracy 
witb more difficult tasks. In this way the telephone speech 
applications can grow without the very heavy overheads of 
initial data model developmeut. Au alternative approach is to 
conduct an explicit data collection exercise and then integrate 
the data acquired with a distant model. Both kinds ofproccss 
do, of course, produce data resources that are jealously 
guarded hy their commercial developers as they have been 
gained hy lengthy processes. Commercial enterprises do not 
wish to give competitors the opportunity to build sophisticated 
applications without the time delay inherent in their 
development. 

Acoustics Australia 

The overall linguistic picture is complex and indicates that 
viable populations that speak thc same language with a 
consistent phonology will be very few outside of Australia and 
New Zealand. However the region does have larger 
populations that speak accented fonus of either English or 
French. One opportunity is fortelephone speech technology to 
enter any population at a level of low perplexity recognition 
IlSing external English or French models. This is initially 
tedious but has worked for applicatiollll in Australia. This 
development from low perplexity recognition is yet to be 
demonstrated in New Zealand. The penetration of :ruch 
systems will clearly depend on the degree of accenting relative 
to the base models on which the externally developed systems 
are based. Studies that examine the "data increment" required 
to seed effective transformation of recognition performance, 
having a defined perplexity, from one accented fonn of 
English to another would shed light on the likelihood of 
success for this approach. Inhibitors to this approach may arise 
from a telecommunications cost p=pecnve, and from any 
lack of relevance of lIVlIilable computer-based infonnation. 

Another initiative that could be examined is the analysis of 
thc likelihood of telephone-based information access based on 
one of the "contact" languages such as ''Tok Pisin" which has 
two million speakers. It seems clear that Tok Pisin bas the 
semantic capllcity to readily handle spoken information 
queries. Studies to examine the variance in the realisation of 
Tok Pisin could help to asses.~ the likelihood of success. It is 
clearly within the bounds of cross-speaker intelligibility but 
may strain the viability of currcnt specch recognition 
techniques.1t is significant for this approach that Tok Pisin has 
been systematised into a grammar and dictionary so the 
necessary information on which to build componerrts in 
addition to phoneme models required for speech mcognition 
systems are available (Mihalic, 1971). 

The major inhibitors arc perhaps threefold: the cost of 
devclopment of systems relative to the economies of the 
beneficiaries; the availability of relevant information at a 
''telecost distance" (Ward, 1995) that is viable for the use of 
such systems; and cultural distance from the high_tech western 
_ld 

6. CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS AND 
ASPIRATIONS 

Developments are currently focused in Australia and New 
Zealand but aspirations cover most of the region. There is a 
strong awareness amongt.i many leaders in the region that they 
must access thc information hlgh~ of the world but the 
opportunitics for the use of spoken language are not widely 
appreciated. 

Overcoming the barriers of remote communities 

The Community Tclcscrvi(,Xl Centre (CTSC) concept was 
devcloped forrural areas ofScandanavia in the 1980sand the 
derivative "Tclecottage" concept in the UK and Ireland in the 
early 1990s, and in Australia during the 19903 (Qvortrup, 
1993; 1994). Qvortrop points to three barriers to the effective 
introduction of infonnation services to remote areas: The 
service barrier due to services related to urban rather than 
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remote rural necds: the cost barrier duc to low usage with 
respect to capital invcsnncnt, and thc qualification barrier duc 
to the lad: of'skills in navigating through complex systems 
towards valuable target information. The CTSC concept can 
lower the cost barrier by concentrating traffie but it needs 
cultural .awareness and appropriate technology to overcome 
the service and qualification barriers. :Speech teclmology 
could overcome both of these ~f appropriate language 
resourcC,S llIC available. 

Language .Resources 

Speech Technology is built illl a foundation ,of language 
resources. These resources for speaker COInllllIllities in 
developed CDuntries have become the focus ofinteru;e effort in 
recent years. They comprise se~'eral facers, notably, a 
pronouncing dictionary in whicla the (ldbDgmphic form of the 
language is linked to its phonemic form, a language model in 
which the way thal dictiunary enlrie~ (words) are typi<:ally 
strung together is defiued in ~lu,-,hw>lk ~s. and 11 sel of 
phone models in which the r.mge of aoow;tic TtlaliS"dlions of 
each phuneme in a substantial r.mge uf cunlext~ are aL~o 
represented statistically. The development "r lh""e ~ll1rces 
for a new speaker comrnilllity can be prohibitively ex!,en<ive 
unless they c;m be adapted from existing models fOT related 
speaker communities andlorbe ,leveloped using a partnership 
between low-cost labour and high-tech f"cilities 

Developillg Partnerships 
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A mechanism for rtl,>1Ol1ai par1llcnhips 

In 1"991 the Coordinating Commll1c\: lor Specch Database~ 
aud. Assessment (COCOSDA) was established to unite speech 
scientistJ; and speecb technolugi,t> in creating bestl'racti~~ for 
creating Te~our~~s for the dcvelopment and cyaluation of 
speech t~~hnologies.ln 2000 Ibis international CD1L'lortium has 
been restructured to focus on key spoken lanb'llage resource 
technologies aCfOsssix major world regions, of which Oceania 
lis <l!le. The immediate task is to dcvelop a network of cxperts 
in speech technology, in the linb'llisti.cs ofthe region, and in 
the cultures of the region to examine th~pm"1'~cts fin regional 
partnemlrip. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
'Several challenges for the introduction.of speech technology 
in countries of Oceania have been presented. As access to 
information is an essential factor for human development, 
th"", is impetus lilT as<essing these challenges and then 
rcrommcnding th~ implementaliun of ilie appropriate 
technology to delivcr that information. Th~ modern portable 
IJlllltimedia perwual CDrnputer is weU adapted to provide a 
personal information interface. The ublqUltous presence of 
such interfaces and presentation softwarc that is adaptable to 
all levels of hUJJlllJl-computer familiarity would present an 
ideal homan-infmmation network. A~ this ideal is currently 
unattainable on economic grounds we m1L~t look at the role of 
the simpler interface offered by the telephone. Its 
implOlJ'TJentalion co,ls are low by compari,on and the demami~ 

thatilplaccsonCVCllUnfamiliaruscrsarc larlcss 
11 is thcreforc the claim of this papcr that initiatives to 

examine closely the opportunitIes for the u,e of the telephone 
as an infonnation interface using speech technology should be 
advanced in the Occania rcgion. Tho region presents a unique 
challenge to speech technolO!,'Y on account of its linguistic, 
geogmphic, and cullum! composition. 
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